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About This Game

Lost Planet: Extreme Condition Colonies Edition includes everything that made the original Lost Planet a hit on PC, as well as
adding the following new features:

New modes for single-player campaign

Score Attack - Each enemy and destructible object has points assigned to them, with the player being awarded different
points depending on how they defeat the enemy.

Trial Battle Mode - Take on each of the game's Bosses, one after another

Off limit Mode - Go wild with over-the-top super-charged weapons with unlimited ammunition and increased speed of
movement

New online modes

Akrid Hunter – Get the chance to finally play as an Akrid as your opponents attempt to take you down

VS Annihilator – Each team attempts to destroy its opponent's VS while defending its own
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Counter Grab – The team with the longest data posts activation time wins

Point Snatcher – Take down opponents and collect the most thermal energy points

Akrid Egg Battle – Steal Akrid eggs from the opponent’s team and bring them safely back to your own base

Egg Bandit – steal your opponents' Akrid egg, with points awarded for longer capture time

4 new maps for online matches: Crossfire City, Area 921, Lost Arena, Assault Space

5 new playable character models

Multiple new weapons for both snow pirates and the robotic VS suits

Cross-platform Battles – Xbox 360 owners can join forces or play against PC gamers

New perspectives - Switch to first person view or the over-the-shoulder view for even more intense action
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Title: Lost Planet: Extreme Condition Colonies Edition
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
CAPCOM CO., LTD.
Publisher:
Capcom
Release Date: 11 Feb, 2010

 a09c17d780 

English,French,German,Italian
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Horrible music (switched off), horrible gameplay and very short. Not worth it's price.. Enjoyable and satisfying, if you like this
kind of space tactics. Quite a great degree of freedom to do what and how you like.. FFB broken even SC4 cant help with
that.Delux version total failure just 4 days off headacke. This game is pointless if you play alone.
Stay away.. I love it! Such a nice story and Ethan & Nathan are just cute. I really liked to read/play it.. I picked up the game
because of the AI development aspect. I haven't gotten to that point yet, just playing through the campaign to better understand
the game. I recommend checking out a let's play to see if the game is your style.

This game lets you take delightful tower defense mechanics and use them offensively. I'm part of the way through the campaign
and have greatly enjoyed the dialog so far. The missions are well balanced to either require good understanding of a new
mechanic or are checkpoint for macro game understanding. Expect to lose a bit on normal, you'll develop a style and better
build orders as you experiment and have your mistakes punished.

I hope to try out the AI dev tools soon, I'll try to update this review with info about that when I give it a try.. This game is
♥♥♥♥ing terrible. Don't think the way I did, "Oh ♥♥♥♥ I'm bored... hey look a cheap rpg... might be fun." NOPE... not fun...
not good... full of bugs and ♥♥♥♥ing horrible.. This is probably one of my favorite goto games of the 90+ VR games I own;
but lets be honest, this game is priced a bit high. :) Each game is essentially $10 and though there are upgrades you can save up
star points to purchase and arguably there are endless hours of gameplay to try and beat your previous score or work the public
leaderboards and different game modes to change things up; end to end though you're looking at a minute or two per level.

With that said, this game is a lot of fun. Fracture by far is my favorite. It plays like HoloBall and has a classic Brick Breaker feel
to it. What is nice is as you advance the levels, not only do the bricks change and technique requirement changes, but so does the
arena. Sometimes you're in a square or sometimes in a dome making the physics of the balls bouncing different so you have to
plan your shots accordingly. The summoning of the ball is a unique feature as well. Took me some getting used to but once I got
the hang of it, it\u2019s a handy feature!

Smash is a variant of Fracture in that you\u2019re in a narrow corridor and try to get the balls past the opponent at the other
end. As you advance there are more obstacles, speed variables, mines, etc. to make it more challenging. You use shields in each
hand to hit the ball and add spin to send it to the opponent\u2019s side. Still ends up feeling the same as Fracture from a
mechanics perspective but that is not a bad thing.

Bowshot is my least favorite but not terrible. It is another bow shooter like many others out there. The charge shot which sends a
blue ray to hit more blocks is probably one of the more unique features I\u2019ve seen compared to others. If you like bow and
arrow games, it isn\u2019t bad, just not as fun as the others in my opinion.

I posted some raw gameplay footage of a few levels from each game if you\u2019re interested:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/9VIEI7-ab-U
. This game is unexplanably HORRIFYING and TERRIBLE beyond words there are black and white strobe lights always when I
open the game (and when I live in a house with someone that has epilepsy this is NOT OK) the default language is Dutch so you
have to go therough a DAMN maze to find englisg because NONE of the options to select say anything and its MAJORLY
PRONE to crashes every 30 seconds and then it tells you you do not have this game so you have to restart steam every tim you
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wanna play. I have nothing to say about the gameplay cause I was never able to get past the main menus since there wernt any
labels. SO YEP THATS MY REVIEW in my opinion these devs just need to stop if this is what they created. I AM
DEFINITLY GETTING A REFUND, For SO if there was an option to rate this game
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t roadkill on the side of the road with autism and respitory issues, i would. Any
enjoyable little map, but "little" is the key word. There is only one route and it only takes 17 minutes to drive it each way. The
quality of the map itself is very high, realistic and authentic. The addon bus provided is not so great, and there are definitely
better freeware buses available. Ideally I think the Vienna Part 1 (24A) and Vienna Part 2 (23A) should have been presented as
one map, with a slightly higher price, and overall this would have presented better value and more enjoyment. But overall, I
recommend it.
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Fun game! The D&B music is pretty solid. Great game for killing some time. Got it with a discount and it was definitely worth
it.. There are actually FIVE horses included in this DLC. The fifth horse should be easily recognizable for all Berserk Fans..
Five bucks? Yeah it's a fun space game. Shallow right now but early access, yep that one. But for five bucks it's a fun creative
starship builder. Glory to the Builder, the Master Builder.. rip off of a mobile game i remember playing but whatevs tbh;
achievement spam, but custom cheevs atleast lol. very nice game, a bit too hard for the kids but I had a lot of fun. This is a
disappointment. Awoker's free flash games are much better than this.
Boring and without much in the way of upgrades; the ending is also a letdown.
Only get this if you want to give Awoker some money as a reward for his rather good free games.. I love the game (so far) I
hope more people play it in the future!. Its really good game even though really hard.

I had some compability with my 2k display which was fixed by setting the display resolution to 1080p.

I would recommend this to any rts fan, just keep in mind that this was released in 2004 so the visuals and game mechanics might
not be up to modern standards
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